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Abstract 

This paper explores the changing role of religion in forming public attitudes toward integration. 
We first outline the history of the complex relationship of religion to the growth of the European 
Union as background for our analysis. Then we use data from the 2009 and 2014 European 
Parliamentary Election Studies to examine the changes taking place in the historic patterns. We 
find that in 2009 traditional religious patterns persisted, with Catholics more positive toward the 
EU and Protestants more negative, with religiosity reinforcing the respective tendencies. By 
2014, however, the traditional divisions had virtually disappeared, as the economic crisis of the 
era (and perhaps the growing refugee problem) had a more powerful effect on Catholic 
majorities in EU member states. Nevertheless, when economic and other assessments are 
accounted for, Catholic confessional culture still provides ‘deep’ support for the EU. Finally, we 
find that the EU’s expansion has not changed traditional patterns as much as we expected, but 
those traditional relationships are virtually absent among millennials. This undermines the future 
influence of religion in fostering support for the EU, although the declining number of 
religiously active Europeans tend to favor the integration project, whatever their religious 
tradition.   
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 What factors shape public attitudes toward the European Union (EU)?  

Scholars of European public opinion have long emphasized the importance of economic 

interests, strategic motivations, and institutional forces to the formation of a ‘permissive 

consensus’ underlying the integration project (Lindberg and Scheingold 1970; Jones, Menon and 

Weatherhill 2012). These factors include objective and perceived material benefits, 

cosmopolitanism, a neoliberal bent, support for centrist political parties, knowledge of the EU, 

trust in government and European identity. Research, however, has also revealed a less intuitive 

explanatory factor: religion—even in secular Europe.  

Studies of public opinion surveys dating back as far as 1970 have demonstrated that, 

controlling for all other factors, Catholics favor integration, while Protestants express far less 

support for the EU (Nelsen, Guth and Fraser 2001). Orthodox Christians and Muslims are 

somewhat less favorable than Catholics, but generally demonstrate positive attitudes on 

integration. In addition, religious practice usually heightens the dominant tendency of these 

confessional cultures, as practicing Catholics demonstrate the strongest support, and committed 

Protestants often voice deep skepticism. These relationships have held across Europe (although 

the pattern can be complicated in the newer member states) and over time. But all this may be 

changing. Recent surveys have hinted at a weakening of the religious factor as secularization in 

Europe proceeds apace and millennials come of age (Nelsen, Guth and Highsmith 2011). 

Moreover, the economic crisis that washed over the western world starting in late 2008 has 

profoundly reshaped perceptions of the EU and given greater prominence to vocal and organized 

Euroskeptical movements, some of which claim to be defenders of ‘Christian culture.’ Such 

postures have gained salience as Muslim refugees threaten to overwhelm the EU’s capacity to 
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absorb them. Thus, a crucial question becomes: has the role of religion in shaping attitudes 

toward the EU changed and, if so, how and to what effect? 

This paper explores the changing role of religion in forming public attitudes toward 

integration. We first outline the history of the complex relationship of religion to the EU’s 

development as background for our analysis. Then we use data from the 2009 and 2014 

European Parliamentary Election Studies to examine the changes taking place in the historic 

patterns. We find that in 2009 traditional religious patterns persisted, as Catholics were still more 

positive toward the EU and Protestants more negative, with religiosity reinforcing each tendency. 

By 2014, however, the traditional religious divisions had virtually disappeared, as the economic 

crisis of the era (and perhaps the growing refugee problem) had a more powerful effect on 

Catholic majorities in EU member states. Nevertheless, when economic and other assessments 

are taken into account, Catholic confessional culture still provides ‘deep’ support for integration. 

We also discover that the EU’s expansion has not changed traditional patterns as much as we 

expected. Nevertheless, the traditional patterns are virtually absent among millennials throughout 

the EU, threatening the future influence of religion in fostering public support for the EU, despite 

the fact that the declining number of actively religious Europeans tend to favor integration, 

whatever their religious tradition.   

Religion and Public Attitudes Toward European Integration 

Scholars have not typically focused on the role of religion in contemporary European 

politics, reflecting the assumption that pervasive secularization has rendered religion irrelevant. 

Only recently have scholars documented a return to the study of religion in European politics, 

including EU politics (cf. Norris and Inglehart 2004; Boomgaarden and Freire 2009; Foret 2015). 

We fit squarely in this ‘return’ tradition. In our view, religion—or what we prefer to call 
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confessional culture, or an ‘overall way of life shaped by a particular religious tradition’ (Nelsen 

and Guth 2015, 10), has shaped the origin and direction of integration from the start. We find 

that what is obvious to many journalists (e.g., West 2012) is grounded in both theory and 

empirical fact: the most ardent proponents of ‘ever closer union’ have been the Catholic 

countries of continental Europe, while Anglo-Nordic Protestant nations have often opposed 

shifting power toward Brussels.  

In theory, confessional culture should contribute to attitude formation. First, all European 

cultures are deeply rooted in various forms of Christianity, including those cultures later 

influenced by Islam.1 While Europe has recently experienced rapid secularization, its effects are 

far from uniformly distributed across the continent, nor have Europeans dismantled all the 

rhythms of life—including the ceremonies, holidays and ways of thinking—built up by centuries 

of Christian faith and practice (Norris and Inglehart 2004). We expect some diminishing of 

religion’s impact on attitude formation—especially among those who no longer practice or even 

identify with any religious tradition—but we are not likely to see the effects of religion disappear 

entirely in Europe, at least not yet.  

Second, if confessional cultures still shape attitude formation in important ways, religious 

traditions should have varied effects on public attitudes. Thus, Catholicism’s universalism and 

commitment to the unity of human society should influence the way Roman Catholic citizens 

perceive European integration. Indeed, Catholics never completely accepted the Westphalian 

nation-state system, pointing instead to the ‘unities’ of Rome, Charlemagne’s empire, and 

medieval Christendom. For them, the shattering of Christendom in the sixteenth century was a 

tragedy that led to nationalism and war; their tendency was, thus, to favor ways of uniting 

                                                
1 The exceptions here may be certain minority communities, such as Jews and Roma. 
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Christian nations, especially in Europe. This was not true of Protestants in the North, who 

viewed the emerging nation state of the seventeenth century as the protector of hard-won 

liberties (Philpott 2001). Furthermore, Protestant state churches soon came to embody national 

identities reinforced by anti-papal and anti-Catholic sentiments. Protestants, therefore, found 

little attractive about the political unity of Europe—it felt threatening rather than fulfilling.  

As for Eastern Orthodoxy and Islam, both confessional cultures are universalistic, but 

both have been wary of Roman Catholic dominance in Europe. The autocephalous Orthodox 

churches contributed to national identities without losing entirely the universalism of their 

tradition, putting them somewhere between the Catholics and Protestants. Islam is not 

monolithic, but to the extent that Muslims believe that Islam is best manifest in a single polity (a 

Caliphate), they will support the unification of nations. Nevertheless, such support for unity in 

the abstract is likely to be overwhelmed by Islam’s minority status in Europe.  

Finally, religion shapes attitudes toward the EU because confessional cultures are 

important social binding agents that forge communities out of perfect strangers. Following Karl 

Deutsch, et al. (1957), successful integration requires a ‘sense of community’ that overcomes 

traditional animosities. Political unity requires such a deep and profound ‘we-feeling’ that it 

demands a whole new national identity, one that no longer views people across borders as 

‘them,’ but as ‘us’. Constructing a new identity, among both elites and mass publics, requires 

cultural raw materials—ideas, symbols, ceremonies, traditions, norms, and heroes that if raised 

to group consciousness, could bind disparate peoples together (Smith 2009). Where better to find 

cultural raw materials than in a common religious tradition, a confessional culture? Thus, the 

presence of a common religion facilitates the development of cross-border communities. 

Integration is as much a cultural phenomenon as an economic or political process. 
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In theory confessional culture should help to shape attitudes toward integration. 

Empirical studies confirm that this is the case. Historians point out that from the beginning, a 

network of Catholic activists and statesmen were at the heart of the European project. Postwar 

political leaders such as Robert Schuman of France, Konrad Adenauer of Germany, Alcide de 

Gaspari of Italy and other Christian Democrats saw supranational institutions not only as a way 

to restore peace and prosperity, but also as a means of creating a new Europe deeply rooted in 

the faith. As the NEI (the international Christian Democratic organization) put it, ‘European 

unity will not be achieved without the restoration of the Christian spirit’ (quoted in Nelsen and 

Guth 2015, 160). Institutional experiments leading up to the Treaties of Rome in 1957 drew their 

most enthusiastic support from the Christian Democratic parties that led most of the postwar 

governments in the six charter member states.2 Indeed, integration went from being an 

interesting, if unrealistic idea in interwar Catholic circles to a central tenet of Christian 

Democracy, so much so that the founder of the French Popular Republican Movement (MRP), 

Etienne Borne, claimed for the party in 1954: ‘We are the party of Europe’ (Kaiser 2007, 189). 

The Catholic Church also strongly backed the European project. Although the Vatican usually 

refrained from attempting to direct the activity of Christian Democratic parties, the Church still 

had a powerful moral influence. Pius XII was ‘instinctively drawn’ to the ‘practical realization of 

European unity’ and Catholic organizations followed his lead (quoted in Nelsen and Guth 2015, 

162). In a Catholic Europe undergoing a postwar religious resurgence, the Church’s vocal 

support provided strong encouragement to Catholic statesmen and publics alike. 

The ‘Protestant’ approach to postwar Europe was quite different. Protestant states, such 

as Britain, Denmark, Sweden and Finland joined late and consistently resisted handing 

                                                
2 France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. 
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sovereignty to federal institutions, while Iceland, Norway and Switzerland refused to join at all. 

And just as support from the Catholic Church, Christian Democratic politicians and grass-roots 

Catholics fostered integration, ‘Euroskepticism’ dominated their Protestant counterparts. 

National churches in Protestant countries, whether Lutheran, Calvinist or Anglican, showed little 

enthusiasm for integration. Closely tied to their local regimes, they were quite suspicious of this 

‘Catholic project.’ These sentiments softened after Vatican II, but there was still little organized 

Protestant enthusiasm for integration. Sectarian Protestants in Northern Europe never wavered at 

all, unwilling to yield sovereignty to supranational institutions, still fearing encroachment on 

religious liberty and, often, exhibiting ancient anti-Catholic prejudices (Nelsen and Guth 2015). 

Such reluctance on the part of Protestant states continues to the present: Protestant countries, for 

instance, participate much less in ‘enhanced cooperation’ within the EU and are more likely to 

seek ‘opt-outs,’ while Protestant confessional culture encourages stricter national oversight of 

decisions taken in Brussels (Nelsen and Guth 2015, 266-273; Hamerly 2012). 

Furthermore, Protestant politicians often supported integration unenthusiastically—or not 

at all. Contrast the Euroskeptic views of Margaret Thatcher, the Methodist grocer’s daughter and 

British prime minister, with those of Jacques Delors, the devout French Catholic architect of the 

EU’s programmatic growth and territorial expansion in the 1980s and 1990s (Nelsen and Guth 

2015, 273-280). Even today, the leaders resisting deeper integration are Protestants from Britain, 

Sweden, the Netherlands, Denmark—and even Germany. And parliamentarians are still 

influenced by their nation’s religious composition: legislators in Catholic countries (regardless of 

their own affiliation) show the strongest support for integration, those in Orthodox countries and 

‘mixed’ nations are next, and officials in Protestant lands bring up the rear—and these 

differences survive rigorous multivariate controls (Lazić et al. 2012).  
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Quantitative studies confirm in mass publics what scholars have observed in elites. 

Whether taking cues from Christian Democratic politicians or church leaders, postwar Catholic 

laity were by far the most enthusiastic backers of European unity—and the more devout the 

Catholic, the stauncher the pro-unity views, providing politicians with a ‘permissive consensus’ 

for the construction of supranational institutions (Hooghe and Marks 2005, 2008, 2012). Both the 

strength and duration of Catholic public support for European unity have been impressive; 

studies analyzing survey results from 1970 to the early 2000s have found Catholics reliable 

supporters of integration even after controlling for a wide array of economic, political and 

demographic factors (Nelsen and Guth 2000; Nelsen, Guth, and Fraser 2001; Nelsen and Guth 

2003; Nelsen, Guth and Highsmith 2011). And the views of Protestant citizens mirror their 

leaders’. Protestants have been less enamored of integration, less likely to want more policy 

made in Brussels, and less inclined to evaluate EU institutions favorably, even under rigorous 

controls for other factors shaping such support (Nelsen, Guth and Highsmith 2011). This is 

especially true if they live in majority ‘Protestant’ nations, where the historic influences 

mentioned above are strongest (Nelsen and Guth 2016). 

Major changes in the European Union’s religious environment suggest the need to revisit 

the religious contribution to public support for the EU (Foret 2015). The declining number of 

observant Catholics and Protestants has weakened religious influences on both pro- and anti-EU 

sides, with younger citizens less subject to religious influences (Nelsen, Guth and Highsmith 

2011). The EU’s eastward expansion has incorporated new religious perspectives, such as the 

more nationalistic orientations of many national Catholic hierarchies, which combined with the 

social liberalism of EU institutions and the failure to acknowledge religious influences in the 
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rejected Constitution has produced a more Euroskeptic Catholicism from Ireland to Poland, 

threatening the old pro-EU Catholic consensus (Hooghe and Marks 2008; Risse 2010).  

Another significant religious change in the past decade has been the addition of 

substantial religious minorities, especially Muslims, growing in numbers due to natural increase, 

immigration and the incorporation of Balkan states in the EU (Kaufmann 2010). This growth of 

European Muslim communities along with greater political engagement has increased the 

political importance of their attitudes toward the integration project. And finally, the refugee 

crisis and controversies over immigration and national identity have also threatened traditional 

religious patterns of support for the EU. Is the impact of religion on attitudes toward integration 

then changing? We explore this question using recent Europe-wide survey data. 

Data and Methods 

Analysts hoping to evaluate the impact of religion on contemporary European attitudes 

toward integration are confronted with some basic data limitations. The Eurobarometer, long the 

major source for analysis of public attitudes toward the European Union, has usually ignored 

religious measures in its regular iterations, although our previous work has taken advantage of 

those rare surveys where crude religious affiliation and religious observance questions have been 

asked. Since 2006, however, no Eurobarometer has included both religious measures and 

questions tapping citizen support for the integration project. Other surveys, such as the European 

Values studies, often include religious measures, but seldom have more than one question on 

integration and typically do not survey citizens of all member nations. 

The data used here are from the 2009 and 2014 European Parliamentary Election Studies 

(see Appendix for references). Not only are these surveys ideally timed to trace changes in 

religious attitudes toward the EU during the economic and refugee crises, but they also include 
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large samples from each member nation and, crucially, have two queries on respondents’ 

religious life: a crude measure of religious affiliation, allowing us to distinguish members of 

major religious traditions,3 and a question asking about the frequency of attendance at religious 

services.4 These questions are very similar in the two surveys, so any caveats about precise 

measurement apply to both. Each survey also has identical or closely equivalent measures of 

many factors identified by earlier research as influences on support for European integration, 

including political, economic, demographic and ideological indicators. 

Most importantly, both surveys include questions that in one way or another evaluate the 

EU’s value to member states, its contemporary performance, respondents’ confidence in EU 

institutions, and their preference for further political consolidation. The richness of these 

batteries presents both opportunities and obstacles for the researcher. Multiple questions permit 

the development of more reliable attitudinal measures with a broader range of scores. One 

fundamental deficiency of many extant studies on public attitudes toward the EU is that they 

depend on one or two dichotomous questions, most often whether the EU has been ‘good’ or 

‘bad’ for the respondent’s country. As we have argued previously (Nelsen, Guth and Highsmith 

2011), there are good methodological reasons for incorporating a wider variety of questions 

about the EU in a single measure. Although some scholars have argued instead for a 

‘multidimensional’ perspective on such evaluations (Boomgaarden et al. 2011), even in surveys 

with many items there is usually a single dominant dimension of generalized support subsuming 

                                                
3Options are ‘Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, Other Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Sikh, Buddhist, Hindu, Atheist, Non-
believer/Agnostic, Other (SPONTANEOUS).’ These lack the specificity of American academic surveys with more 
precise placement of Protestants, who often fall in the ‘Other Christian’ or ‘Other’ categories in these European 
surveys. As different kinds of Protestants have had varying orientations on the EU, the inability to distinguish 
between state church or ‘mainline’ Protestants and Free Church or sectarian Protestants is a major limitation. 
4 The 2009 survey also included an item on subjective religiosity or salience. As the religious attendance and 
religious salience measures are highly correlated, we experimented with an additive index incorporating both. This 
index performed no better in the statistical analysis than the attendance measure alone, so we have used the latter as 
an indicator of religious commitment in the following analysis. 
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most questions.5 

Both surveys used here have more than a dozen questions which reference the EU at least 

tangentially. After inspection and considerable experimentation, we identified seven items in the 

2009 survey and eight items in 2014 that represent direct evaluation of some aspect of the 

European Union (see the Appendix for the specific wordings). These numbers suggested that we 

could produce an extremely reliable and robust overall measure for EU support. Unfortunately, 

only four items were identical across the surveys: whether the EU was good or bad for one’s 

country, whether European integration should go further, whether the EU parliament represented 

citizens well, and how much EU institutions were to be trusted. We will use these four items to 

illustrate some religious patterns in EU support and then construct broader measures for the 

multivariate analyses later in the paper. 

Religion and Support for the EU: 2009 and 2014 

We begin our analysis with a quick look at how religious groups have responded to the 

four common measures and how those responses changed from 2009 to 2014. The variety in 

religious responses suggests that each item does tap slightly different aspects of citizens’ 

evaluation of the European Union. We find some familiar patterns, but also see some dramatic 

changes over this period. First, note from the global EU figures (top of the table) that substantial 

changes appear on some items, but not on others. Those having a positive evaluation of the EU’s 

benefits for their country dropped from almost two-thirds to just over one-half over five years. 

An even larger drop (from a lower level) appears in assessments of whether the European 

                                                
5 Boomgaarden et al. (2011) argue cogently for five distinct dimensions of EU evaluations, based on a test of 25 
items administered in the Netherlands. Although they do not report the unrotated results of their principal 
components analysis, it seems likely that several items located on second through fifth rotated dimensions load 
highly on the first unrotated dimension, which has by far the largest eigenvalue and accounts for almost 60 percent 
of the explained variance. Indeed, correlations among all the dimensions range from .36 to .64.  
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Parliament represents citizens well. On the other hand, general trust in EU institutions declines 

only a little, and a minority’s support for further unification is virtually stable.6 

[Table 1 about here] 

Some fascinating changes do take place among religious groups. Consistent with historic 

patterns, in 2009 Catholics were substantially more positive about the EU than were Protestants, 

save on the EU Parliament item where the two groups were almost identical. Catholics were also 

more likely to think the EU was good for their country than were the Orthodox, but the latter 

excelled in wanting more integration and in trusting EU institutions. The relatively small 2009 

subsample of Muslims presented a mixed picture, being more favorable toward the EU on some 

measures, but not on others. Finally, the religiously unaffiliated were at least slightly less pro-EU 

on all four measures, perhaps a surprise to those who see ‘seculars’ as the vanguard of European 

integration (Inglehart 1970). On the whole, despite the beginning of the financial crisis, the 

religious configuration of EU support in 2009 looks much like it did in the 1970s, 1990s or early 

2000s. If we look only at Protestants and Catholics who are majorities in their countries, the 

patterns are also very familiar, as Protestants in Protestant majority countries are even more 

skeptical of the EU, and Catholic majorities are even more positive (cf. Nelsen and Guth 2016).7 

That picture shifts, sometimes dramatically, in 2014. The proportion of Catholics 

thinking that the EU is a ‘good thing’ drops precipitously to a bare majority. And although 

                                                
6 Some of these changes are magnified slightly if we look at the full array of responses, rather than collapsing 
‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ in two of the questions and counting any response favoring at least somewhat greater 
unification as equivalent to any other. But the basic patterns remain the same. 
7 Protestants who are small minorities in various EU nations tend to be strong supporters of integration; perhaps, 
like other religious minorities, they see Brussels friendlier to their interests than their ‘Catholic’ or ‘Orthodox’ 
national governments (Pastorelli 2012). In the analysis below, we use Catholic and Protestants in majority settings. 
Although incorporating the small numbers of ‘plurality’ and ‘minority’ adherents in each tradition provides added 
insight, it complicates our analysis here unnecessarily (see Nelsen and Guth 2016 for further discussion). As we will 
be comparing Protestants and Catholics to the substantial numbers of unaffiliated citizens, we are to some extent 
controlling for differences in national religious setting. 
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Catholics’ preference for further integration was stable, their trust in the European Parliament 

and other institutions also declined over those five years. Protestants, on the other hand, were 

somewhat less positive on two of the measures, but a little less skeptical of further integration 

than they had been in 2009 and they had gained some trust in EU institutions—leaving Catholics 

and Protestants looking much more alike than in earlier years. Indeed, on three of the four 

measures, Protestants matched or exceeded the positive scores of the general EU public. 

Orthodox scores, like those of Catholics, dropped substantially, bringing this religious group 

closer to the scores for the entire population. The religiously unaffiliated maintained their 

position close to, or just below the entire public on all four measures. 

Overall, the changes suggest a diminution of the differences between religious groups, 

especially between the numerically predominant Roman Catholic and Protestant communities. 

But to determine the independent impact of religion on support for the European Union, we must 

undertake a multivariate analysis introducing variables appropriate for testing other approaches 

to explaining public support for the European Union. For the dependent variable—degree of 

support for the EU—we used principal components analysis to derive scores from the seven 

appropriate items in 2009 and the eight items in the 2014 survey, standardized for comparison. 

These scores, with a wider range than those based on the four common items, provide more 

reliable measures of support for integration.8 

In Table 2 we incorporate religious variables along with those tapping alternative 

theoretical formulations, which we have categorized under the rubrics of Cognitive Mobilization 

                                                
8 Although we have great confidence in the comparability of the 2009 and 2014 expanded scores, we produced an 
identical analysis using scores from the common items. These results are reported in Appendix Table 2. As a careful 
comparison will show, the substantive conclusions drawn from each analysis would be virtually identical, but the 
expanded scores clearly produce somewhat greater explanatory power, as revealed by the considerably larger R 
squares. Inclusion of somewhat more tangential items on the EU from each study in the two scores also produces 
remarkably similar results, demonstrating the robustness of our findings. 
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(Inglehart 1970), Economic Utility (Gabel 1998), and Political Assessments (Anderson 1998; 

Hobolt 2012; Hooghe and Marks 2012). If religious variables remain significant predictors of 

integration attitudes under these controls, we can be confident that confessional culture persists 

as an influence, albeit perhaps a diminished one in contemporary Europe. The first two columns 

in the table report the bivariate correlation coefficients for each variable in the 2009 and 2014 

studies. Catholics in Catholic majority countries were significantly more supportive of the EU 

than the rest of the public in 2009, but in 2014 had become slightly more Euroskeptic than other 

European citizens. Majority Protestants, on the other side, were considerably more critical of the 

EU in 2009 and 2014, but the difference with the rest of the public declined. Orthodox affiliation 

was positive for the EU in both years, but the coefficient was reduced in 2014, while Muslims 

mimicked the general public in 2009 and became just slightly more positive in 2014. These 

bivariate relationships basically formalize the findings we saw in Table 1. 

[Table 2 about here] 

As we expected, religious participation also has an impact on support for the EU. In the 

past, religious observance usually served to reinforce basic confessional orientations: devout 

Catholics were more pro-EU than nominal ones, and active Protestants were more critical than 

nominal ones. In recent years, however, some scholars have seen religious observance generally 

as a support for integration (Kuhlman and Koós 2014). Table 2 shows both patterns. In 2009 

religious activity among Catholics reinforced positive sentiments, and that among Protestants 

bolstered negative evaluations.9 In 2014, however, religious activity was a force for integrative 

attitudes in every major religious group.10 

                                                
9 The same relationship holds on the 2009 question about subjective religiosity. . 
10 We should note that in 2014 there is a slight inversion on the very high end of the religiosity scale, where both 
Catholics and Protestants are more critical of the EU, perhaps because of its social liberalism or absence of religious 
recognition. 
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Cognitive mobilization variables—political interest, higher levels of education, and 

knowledge about the EU—all exhibit positive relationships with support for the EU, but all three 

measures are considerably stronger in 2014 than in 2009. All these coefficients support 

perspectives that emphasize greater understanding and engagement in politics as being potent 

predictors of support for integration. Economic utility theories stress that those best situated to 

take advantage of the economic opportunities presented by the integration project are most likely 

to support it. And the indicators for this perspective help confirm such theories: those claiming a 

higher subjective social class, those who can pay their bills without trouble, city dwellers, men 

(in 2009), younger people and students, professionals and white collar employees—but not 

manual workers—all are more positive about the EU. A comparison of the coefficients suggest 

that the importance of economic status may well have increased from 2009 to 2014. 

This suggestion is supported by the first of the political assessments, economic optimism 

(which combines retrospective and prospective evaluations of the economy). Although optimism 

has solid coefficients with EU support in both years, the relationship is much stronger in 2014, 

after five years of the financial crisis. As several scholars have proposed, evaluations of the 

European Union also correlate with support for one’s national government, with that relationship 

also somewhat stronger in 2014. Looking at the ‘other’ EU crisis of the period, support for 

integration is strongest among those who approve of immigration and immigrants, with the 

bivariate coefficient higher in 2014, suggesting the increased salience of the issue (McLaren 

2005). Other attitudes have only very modest relationships with integration attitudes: social 

traditionalists are more critical of the EU, especially in 2014, as are socialists, while 
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postmaterialism and neoliberalism have very small positive correlations in both years.11 

Thus, the bivariate data provide support for several approaches to explaining attitudes on 

European integration. Of course, many of these variables are interrelated: Catholics may have 

faced greater financial stress from the economic crisis, devout Catholics are more socially 

traditionalist, citizens with higher education know more about the EU, and those with more 

precarious economic situations may be more hostile toward immigrants. To test the direct 

influence of each variable, then, we performed an OLS analysis, entering all of the measures for 

each perspective. If, as some scholars claim, the religious variables are merely artifacts of other 

more fundamental influences, these should drop out of the equations in the third and fourth 

columns of Table 2. But in fact, they do not.12 

First, we see that majority Catholics exhibit a significant positive beta coefficient for both 

elections, despite the negative bivariate correlation in 2014. This ‘sign flip’ tells us that once 

other factors are accounted for, the Catholic confessional culture still favors integration. The fact 

that Catholic countries were most heavily affected by the financial and economic crisis of the 

period explains this discrepancy. Once the effects of economic factors (and perhaps others) are 

taken into account, Catholicism is still pro-European. Majority Protestants are more Euroskeptic, 

while the Orthodox coefficients are both positive, though lower in 2014, while that for Muslims 

is positive only in 2009. Note that for all the Christian groups, religious observance bolsters pro-

                                                
11 In preliminary analyses we included the ‘Left/Right’ ideological spectrum, but this variable had virtually no 
significant correlation with EU attitudes, even in large samples, and dropped out in multivariate analyses. There are 
several explanations. Dalton, Farrell and McAlister (2011: 155) find that EU issues have not been fully assimilated 
to the Left/Right continuum—or have been dislodged from earlier ones. Hooghe and Marks (2012) emphasize the 
complexity in EU public support over time and issue domains. Indeed, here even the ‘cultural’ issues of 
immigration, crime and environmentalism are only weakly related to each other and to Left-Right ideology (data not 
shown). Finally, the Pew Research Center (2016) recently found that ideology was indeed related to attitudes toward 
the EU, but in very different fashion in each country, explaining perhaps why the variable drops out in a global 
analysis of EU public opinion. See also van Elsas and van der Brug (2015). 
12 The religiously unaffiliated and those few respondents in minor religious traditions (Buddhist, Hindu, Sikh) are 
the omitted reference group in the OLS analysis. 
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integration sentiments, even among Protestants, when everything else is accounted for. For 

Muslims as well, the effect of observance shifts from negative in 2009 to positive in 2014, 

although not too much should be made of this, given the small subsamples. 

The rest of the analysis provides continuing support for other theories. Political interest, 

higher education and knowledge about the EU all encourage integrationist attitudes. Of the 

economic utility variables, subjective social class and current economic situation are positive in 

both years, but have larger coefficients in 2014. Urban residence drops out in 2014, male gender 

is slightly negative in 2014, and age is significant in both years, with older citizens less 

integrationist (or younger ones more so). And although some of the occupational groups have 

small significant coefficients, when other indicators of status are included, they either run in the 

wrong direction (as in 2009), or drop out altogether (as in 2014). The political assessments 

appear to be the most powerful: economic optimism has substantial coefficients, especially in 

2014, approval of one’s national government has strong coefficients in both years, and attitudes 

toward immigration are also important, especially in 2014. The other issue positions all remain 

significant in this very large sample, but have very small effects. Thus, social traditionalists are 

slightly less supportive of the EU, and postmaterialists slightly more positive. 

Harbingers of Change: Eastern Enlargement and Generational Replacement 

The role of religion in shaping support for the European integration project is challenged 

in the contemporary era not only by economic crises and refugees, but by fundamental religious 

changes in the EU’s population from the continued process of secularization. That process in 

much of the Western world is not driven by defections from ancient faiths by older citizens, but 

rather by the increasing secularity of the young. We thus expect that older citizens, closer to the 

historic religious configurations of the EU, would exhibit the historic tendencies in each tradition 
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most fully, in part because of their greater propensity to attend services and participate in 

religious organizations. But the declining numbers of observant Catholics and Protestants should 

be expected to reduce the contribution of religious factors to explaining integrationist attitudes. 

To illustrate such changes and to indicate their potential influence over support for the 

EU, Table 3 reports the religious populations of the EU in 2014 by age group, as well as the 

number of observant identifiers (defined generously as one who attends services at least ‘every 

few months’), and, finally, the differences between the observant and non-observant on the EU 

support score (recoded to a 100-point scale for illustrative purposes). Self-identified Catholics 

make up slightly less than half the EU’s population in 2014, but the proportion drops from over 

55 percent in the oldest quartile to less than 38 percent among the youngest, reducing the size of 

the traditional religious constituency for the EU. This trend is exacerbated by the declining 

observance among Catholics: only two-fifths attend services even sporadically, and that 

proportion declines from over half among the oldest Catholics to considerably less than a third 

among the youngest. As observant Catholics are substantially higher on the EU support score—

in every age group—these changes in identification and observance clearly reduce popular 

support for the EU, at least at the bivariate level. Self-identified Protestants have also declined as 

a proportion of the population at 16.9 percent, especially among the youngest Europeans: only 

one out of eight 16 to 33 year-olds claims to be Protestant. Although Protestant ‘secularization’ 

occurred earlier than similar trends among Catholics, the youngest Protestants are also the least 

observant, although the gap with their elders is not as wide as among Catholics. As we have 

found previously, by 2014 observant Protestants were actually somewhat more positive about the 

EU than nominal members of the tradition; indeed, observance appears to have the biggest 

positive effect among the older Protestants. 
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[Table 3 about here] 

Orthodox, Muslims and the secular have become larger proportions of the EU’s citizenry, 

especially when one considers the youngest age cohorts. Of course, the Orthodox and Muslims 

are relatively small components in 2014, but citizens who claim no religious affiliation were over 

one-quarter of the citizenry overall and approaching three-eighths among the youngest cohort. 

Once again, note that among the Orthodox religious observance works in the EU’s favor, but 

observance is clearly declining with each new generation (remarkably similar to the Catholic 

pattern). Muslims are a little more observant than Catholics, but only the oldest group has lower 

participation rates. And once again, Muslim religious participation seems to favor the EU. Not 

surprisingly, among the secular population, religious participation is very low (much lower than 

among a comparable ‘unaffiliated’ category in the United States), but the small number of 

religiously active unattached citizens are much more positive toward the EU than their totally 

non-observant counterparts, perhaps demonstrating the power of even residual religiosity. 

Thus, to summarize: Catholics have become a smaller part of the EU population, are 

increasingly less active religiously as time goes on, reducing the positive contribution that 

participation makes to support for the European project. Protestants are also less numerous, 

perhaps reducing the historic negative effects of that affiliation, but the declining number of 

active believers are actually more supportive of the EU than their nominal brethren. The growth 

of the secular population makes this group critical, but as we saw in Table 1, these citizens tend 

to be less supportive of the EU than Catholics are, and usually less favorable than other religious 

groups as well. 

Generational secularization is not the only major challenge to the old religious 

underpinnings of the EU. The expansion from 15 member states to 28 not only multiplied the 
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national political variations within the Union, but changed the nature of its religious population. 

In religious composition, the EU of 2014 had more Orthodox Christians, more Muslims (from 

the Balkans), and relatively fewer Protestants. The accession of Poland added a very observant 

Catholic population to the EU, while some former Soviet satellite states contributed rather 

secularized populations. Many of the eastern Catholics were quite observant and socially 

conservative, critical of the EU’s policies on abortion and sexual mores. On the whole, perhaps 

we should expect weaker religious influences in the new accessions—or ones running in a 

direction different from those in the West (Risse 2010, 209-213). 

To begin the task of delineating the new politics of religion in the European Union, we 

reran the most important variables from Table 2 in an analysis that divided the 2014 sample into 

two accession groups (the EU 15 and later additions) and the four age cohorts we used in Table 

3. Table 4 reports the results of this exercise. We focus on the religious components and 

generational effects, but provide some commentary on other factors influencing the results. 

[Table 4 about here] 

The first thing to note is the continuing positive influence of Catholicism over attitudes 

toward the EU. Surprisingly, perhaps, that influence is even stronger in the later accessions than 

in the EU 15, home to the Catholic ‘founders’ of the European Union. And in both cases, 

religious observance contributes toward support for the EU, once again most notably in the 

eastern states. The generational breakdown, on the other hand, does indeed suggest diminution of 

the impact of Catholic affiliation in younger age cohorts, as the impact of Catholic identity 

increases monotonically as one moves up the age cohorts—in both parts of the EU. Thus, 

declining Catholic affiliation, declining observance and declining impact of affiliation among the 

young clearly reduces the religious contribution to public support of the EU. 
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The Protestant coefficients are important mostly in the EU 15 as members of this 

tradition are not very numerous in the new accessions (and where they do exist, they tend to 

favor the EU). But in the ‘old’ EU 15 where the Catholic/Protestant split was most formative for 

EU politics, the youngest age cohort resembles their Catholic counterparts: neither more nor less 

supportive of the EU in 2014. Only as one moves up the age ladder do we begin to see the 

historic anti-EU sentiment of the members of Protestant majorities, a tendency which reaches its 

peak among the oldest Protestants. Once again, as with Catholics and members of other religious 

groups, observance among Protestants tends to favor the EU, even among the small groups of 

Protestants in the eastern accessions (but only when all the other variables are in the equation).  

The coefficients for the smaller religious groups are more complex. Older Orthodox 

believers in the EU 15 (mostly from Greece) are quite negative in 2014, although the youngest 

age cohort is mildly positive (p<.06). But again, except among the youngest, religious 

observance leads to more integrationist attitudes. In the new accession states, however, Orthodox 

believers are solidly pro-EU, except in the youngest age cohort, but observance does not play a 

significant role. Finally, the Muslim coefficients vary considerably by age group, but observance 

seems to produce a mild pro-EU movement in the EU 15 and Muslims are slightly, though not 

significantly, more positive about the EU in the later additions to the EU.  

 Thus, we can draw several conclusions from this analysis. First, Catholicism in 2014 

actually had somewhat more impact on EU evaluations in the East than in the West, the historic 

homeland of Catholic integrationism. On balance, Protestantism in the West was still a negative 

influence on public support for the EU. The effects of Orthodoxy were split by region, reflecting 

the economic problems and aspirations of, respectively, Greece and the other Balkan states. And 

across religious traditions, observance is usually a mild force for pro-EU sentiments, perhaps 
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reflecting both the increasing ecumenism of most major Protestant bodies, and efforts by the EU 

itself to coordinate efforts with religious leaders and institutions. Above all, the impact of 

religious affiliation is minimal among the young in both EU regions, suggesting that the era of 

religious shaping of the EU’s public support coalition may be approaching an end.  

 We cannot discuss in detail the all the findings relevant to other theories of public support 

for integration, but we should note a few clear tendencies that are relevant to our religious 

analysis. Scanning Table 4 suggests that among younger citizens economic optimism, approval 

of one’s national government, and attitudes toward immigration play a larger role in evaluation 

of the EU than for older citizens, for whom political interest is a more dominant factor. Social 

class and current economic status are important for all age groups, as is social traditionalism for 

all groups in the EU 15 but not in the latter accessions. Finally, note that the equations do a better 

job of predicting attitudes in the EU 15, accounting for over a third of the variance in each age 

cohort, than in the latter accessions, where the range is from 27 to 32 percent. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

 Our analysis demonstrates continuity and change in the factors that shape public attitudes 

toward European integration. The explanations of EU support that scholars traditionally highlight 

remain important. Educated, interested and informed Europeans favor integration. So do those 

best placed to take advantage of opportunities opened to them by closer European ties, namely 

the educated, professional and more well-to-do citizens. In addition, Europeans who favor open 

borders, trust the government, and foresee a positive economic future also voice support for the 

EU. But what also remains true is that religion still influences attitudes toward integration in 

familiar ways: Catholics remain supportive (as do the Orthodox and Muslims), while Protestants 

remain far less enthusiastic. In short, there is great continuity.  
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 But there is also change. The relationship between confessional cultures and support for 

the EU in 2009 looks much like it did in previous decades. But in 2014 we see a distinct shift: 

Catholics and Protestants converge. Support for integration declines dramatically among 

Catholics (as it does to a lesser degree among Muslims and the Orthodox), but declines less 

precipitously, and on some measures actually rises among Protestants (see Table 1). The result of 

the shift is remarkable convergence: bivariate results demonstrate that Catholics and Protestants 

are generally less supportive of the EU, with the relationship for both traditions being quite 

weak, while the more committed church attenders—including Protestants—display a significant 

(albeit anemic) pro-Europe tendency (see Table 2). Thus, the evidence taken as a whole points to 

an overall positive effect of religion on support for integration. Religious people, no matter what 

their tradition, favor the EU.  

 Our analysis, however, points to a deeper story that should not be overlooked. When all 

important factors are controlled, the traditional role of confessional cultures reemerges. The 

relationships in 2014 are weaker, but they still hold, even in the new accession states: all things 

being equal, Catholics, especially religious Catholics, support the EU, while Protestants are 

skeptical—although religious Protestants, as in the recent past, have tended mildly to favor 

integration. Economic trials have shaken many Europeans’ faith in the benefits of the EU, but 

after controls for such factors religion still matters. At a basic level confessional cultures still 

shape individual attitudes in fundamental, but nearly invisible ways. Catholic confessional 

culture still nudges people to think beyond the nation state, while Protestant confessional culture 

still plants seeds of distrust in the integration efforts of continental elites. Will even this weak 

influence on European attitudes eventually disappear? Our timeframe is limited, but the evidence 

suggests a decoupling of attitudes toward integration from confessional cultures. 
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 Three disconnects between religion and EU support are evident in contemporary Europe. 

First, as scholars have pointed out for decades, Europeans are disconnecting from their religious 

traditions. Fewer Europeans call themselves Catholics or Protestants, and more identify as 

having no religion. As we point out in the analysis, the decline in traditional religion is clear 

when looking at age cohorts: older Europeans remain the most religious, while the youngest 

citizens show little sign of identifying with some form of Christianity.13 Second, Europeans, even 

those who identify with a religious tradition, are disconnecting from traditional forms of 

religious observance. Again, the decline in religious practice is observed best across age groups, 

with traditionally more observant Catholics reducing their participation to levels more 

characteristic of Protestant identifiers, especially among the young. Finally, Europeans are 

disconnecting perceptions of the EU from their confessional cultures. Religion remains an 

important factor in shaping attitudes, but that impact is clearly weakening. More importantly, the 

impact seems to have virtually disappeared among the youngest Europeans, most definitely in 

the newer member states. Confessional cultures are passed from one generation to another. When 

larger and larger swaths of the population do not identify with a particular religion or participate 

in religious practices as part of a community of the faithful, it is difficult for religion to be part of 

the socialization process. As a result, fewer and fewer young Europeans will find their thinking 

influenced by the church. Confessional cultures will continue to play a role in shaping the 

attitudes of those raised in a religion-soaked environment. But as religion fades so too will the 

culture it forged and sustained.  

 The implications of this analysis for the EU are profound. Roman Catholics on the 

European continent have been the core backers of integration since 1950. Their unwavering 

                                                
13 The Orthodox and Muslim populations are moving in the opposite direction, but their numbers are too small to 
affect the results appreciably. 
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support for European unity has transcended material self-interest; they have been the EU’s ‘true 

believers.’ Those supporters are passing from the scene and with them goes the notion that 

European integration is a moral good. A ‘sense of community’—a new identity—cannot be 

constructed on economic benefits alone. Every polity will face economic hardship at one time or 

another. If it does not inspire its people to loyalty based on principles beyond material rewards, it 

will fail. Postwar Christian Democrats believed European integration was right and necessary 

because it united a Europe possessed of a culture common enough to underpin a new identity. It 

also, as they saw it, infused the continent with a global mission to end the scourge of nationalism 

and build a civilization based on the dignity of the human person. Protestants never embraced 

that vision. And now, even among Catholics, that vision is fading. Will a secular commitment to 

human rights, the rule of law and supranational institutions serve as an effective ideological 

substitute? The evidence so far is not reassuring.  
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Table 1. Support for the EU by Religious Groups, 2009 and 2014 
 EU is good for 

my country 
Want More 
Unification 

European 
Parliament 
Represents 

Citizens Well 

Trust EU 
Institutions 

EU Public     
 2009 65.4 42.1 52.6 46.8 
 2014 51.5 42.0 38.1 43.3 
 (=/-) (-13.9) (-0.1) (-14.5) (-3.5) 
     
Catholic     
 2009 69.9 43.6 52.5 51.0 
 2014 51.3 44.0 36.3 43.2 
 (=/-) (-18.6) (+0.4) (-16.2) (-7.8) 
Protestant     
 2009 61.5 36.0 52.8 36.1 
 2014 50.5 38.2 45.3 44.0 
 (=/-) (-11.0) (+2.2) (-7.5) (+7.9) 
Orthodox     
 2009 65.7 51.5 54.5 58.5 
 2014 55.2 38.6 37.1 52.8 
 (=/-) (-10.2) (-12.9) (-17.4) (-5.7) 
Muslim     
 2009 55.8 48.5 51.5 58.0 
 2014 55.2 36.0 43.1 45.6 
 (=/-) (-0.2) (-12.5) (-8.4) (-12.4) 
Unaffiliated     
 2009 62.2 40.9 52.4 41.6 
 2014 50.1 42.2 36.4 39.8 
 (=/-) (-12.1) (+1.3) (-16.0) (-2.8) 

Source: 2009 and 2014 European Parliamentary Election Studies. N=27,052 and 26,364. 
Legend: For the parliament and institutions questions, the percentages are those who ‘strongly agree’ or ‘agree’ with 
the statement. For the ‘EU is good’ percentages are those who ‘agree’. For the unification question, the percentage 
includes those who score 1 through 5 on a scale which has 1 as want ‘go much further’ and 10 as ‘unification has 
already gone too far.’
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Table 2. Theoretical Perspectives on Support for the European Union  
 Pearson’s r beta 

Religious Variables 2009 2014 2009 2014 
 Catholic (majority) .155*** -.048*** .129*** .068*** 
  X attendance .135*** .041*** .058*** .064*** 
 Protestant (majority) -.139*** -.048** -.105*** -.073*** 
  X attendance -.075*** .040*** .040*** .037*** 
 Orthodox .065*** .033*** .145*** .086*** 
  X attendance .066*** .036*** .013 .022* 
 Muslim .015* .021*** .053*** .005 
  X attendance .008 .025*** -.054*** .027** 
Cognitive Mobilization     
 Political Interest .088*** .258*** .032*** .145*** 
 Higher Education .175*** .215*** .080*** .083*** 
 Knowledge of EU .040*** .165*** .049*** .019*** 
Economic Capability     
 Higher subjective class .165*** .217*** .054*** .071*** 
 Higher standard of living .106*** .222*** .022*** .080*** 
 Urban .083*** .033*** .047*** .003 
 Male .005 -.007 -.001 -.044*** 
 Age -.064*** -.049*** -.023*** -.033*** 
 Professional .040*** .115*** -.048** .010 
 Clerical .022*** .033*** -.020** -.002 
 Blue-collar -.094*** -.043*** -.033*** .013* 
 Student .058*** .097*** -.018* .000 
Political Assessments     
 Approve national government .345*** .405*** .296*** .282*** 
 Economic optimism .207*** .370*** .113*** .202*** 
 Support immigration .242*** .243*** .215*** .157*** 
 Social traditionalism .023*** -.128*** .020* -.034*** 
 Socialist -.026*** -.100*** .057*** .022*** 
 Postmaterialist .136*** .067*** .027*** .038*** 
 Neoliberal .029*** .073*** .033*** .020** 
  Adj. R squared   .267 .341 
Source: 2009 and 2014 European Parliamentary Election Studies. N=27,052 and 26,364. 
*p<.05; **p<.01;***p<.001
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Table 3. Religious Identification and Observance by Generation in the EU, 2014 
Religious Tradition Percent Identifiers Percent 

Observant 
EU Support of 

Observant Over 
Non-Observant 

Catholic 
 ALL 45.8 41.4 5.6 
  63 years old + 55.4 50.7 3.9 
  48-62 years old 48.1 40.0 8.0 
  34-47 years old 43.8 39.9 5.0 
  16-33 years old 36.7 30.8 8.8 

Protestant    
 ALL 16.9 24.6 4.2 
  63 years old + 21.3 27.6 6.3 
  48-62 years old 18.9 24.8 6.5 
  34-47 years old 15.2 22.0 2.7 
  16-33 years old 12.4 22.3 1.1 

Orthodox    
 ALL 8.3 37.1 2.2 
  63 years old + 7.2 50.9 1.9 
  48-62 years old 7.2 38.9 4.2 
  34-47 years old 8.9 31.6 2.1 
  16-33 years old 9.7 31.2 1.3 

Muslim    
 ALL 1.8 45.3 6.9 
  63 years old + 0.3 23.4 21.2 
  48-62 years old 1.3 45.0 13.2 
  34-47 years old 2.2 48.1 4.8 
  16-33 years old 3.2 45.4 5.2 

Secular    
 ALL 26.4 1.6 16.9 
  63 years old + 15.4 1.7 21.5 
  48-62 years old 23.7 1.1 11.5 
  34-47 years old 28.7 1.1 15.9 
  16-33 years old 36.8 2.1 17.8 

Source: 2014 European Parliamentary Election Studies. N=26,364. 
‘Identifiers’ are those who claimed affiliation with the religious tradition in response to the survey’s query on 
religious membership. The ‘observant’ are those in each group claiming to attend religious services at least 
‘every few months.’ The final column reports the differences on the EU score, recoded to 100 points, between 
the observant and the non-observant in each religious tradition. Thus, for all Catholics the observant fall 5.6 
points higher on the EU support scale than non-observant Catholics. Note that in all cases, the gap is positive 
and statistically significant at .05 or better. 
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Table 4. Support for EU by Accession Groups and Age Cohorts in 2014 (OLS analysis, betas) 
 ALL 63+ 48-62 34-47 16 to 33 
Religious Variables    EU Fifteen 
 Catholic .055*** .113*** .061*** .058*** -.007 
  X attendance .045*** .043** .050*** .033* .062*** 
 Protestant -.076*** -.104*** -.075*** -.075*** -.013 
  X attendance .040*** .077*** .024 .028* .036** 
 Orthodox -.011 -.083* -.089** .000 .055 
  X attendance .030* .131*** .093** .036 -.055 
 Muslim -.004 -.004 -.049** .082*** -.009 
  X attendance .027** .046** .062*** -.025 .025 
Cognitive Mobilization      
 Political Interest .125*** .142*** .181*** .111*** .072*** 
 Education Level .103*** .050*** .081*** .090*** .127*** 
 EU Information .024*** .056*** .049*** .014 -.017 
Economic Capability      
 Social Class .086*** .109*** .066*** .115*** .069*** 
 Economic status .063*** .124*** .044*** .034** .060*** 
Political Assessments      
 Approve Nat’l Government .291*** .286*** .295*** .278*** .300*** 
 Economic Optimism .205*** .157*** .206*** .241*** .222*** 
 Not Restrict Immigration .129*** .107*** .124*** .126*** .149*** 
 Social traditionalism -.094*** -.097*** -.097*** -.109*** -.065*** 
 Adj. R squared .353 .343 .378 .369 .348 
Religious Variables Later Accessions 
 Catholic .143*** .188*** .156*** .108** .076 
  X attendance .065*** .048 .125** .144*** .071 
 Protestant .009 .004 .017 .005 .013 
  X attendance .036** .063* .034 .061** .021 
 Orthodox .191*** .211*** .257*** .250*** .061 
  X attendance .029 .045 .018 .015 .087 
 Muslim .048 .033 .046 .063 .072 
  X attendance .022 .041 .055 .006 -.027 
Cognitive Mobilization      
 Political Interest .203*** .246*** .207*** .218*** .189*** 
 Education Level .060*** .037 .017 .071** .011 
 EU Information .014 .050 -.004 .035 -.022 
Economic Capability      
 Social Class .079*** .079** .117** .017 .053* 
 Economic status .085*** .135*** .078*** .086*** .102*** 
Political Assessments      
 Approve Nat’l Government .251*** .202*** .268*** .279*** .282*** 
 Economic Optimism .177*** .179*** .143*** .183*** .185*** 
 Not Restrict Immigration .096*** .078*** .104*** .057* .124*** 
 Social traditionalism .014 .025 .028 .013 -.028 
 Adj. R squared .286 .291 .316 .311 .268 

Source: 2014 European Parliamentary Election Study. N=26,364. 
*p<.05; **p<.01;***p<.001 
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Appendix on Measures 

 
 
Data: 2009 Study 
Egmond, Marcel van; Brug, Wouter van der; Hobolt, Sara; Franklin, Mark; Sapir, Eliyahu V. (2013): 
European Parliament Election Study 2009, Voter Study. GESIS Data Archive, Cologne. ZA5055 Data file 
Version 1.1.0, doi:10.4232/1.11760. 
 
Data: 2014 Study 
Schmitt, Hermann; Popa, Sebastian Adrian; Devinger, Felix (2015): European Parliament Election Study 2014, 
Voter Study, SVoter Study, Supplementary Study. GESIS Data Archive, Cologne. ZA5161 Data file Version 
1.0.0, doi:10.4232/1.5161. 
 

Derivation of EU Support Scores, 2009 and 2014 
2009 
Common Items in Both Surveys 
Some say European unification should be pushed further. Others say it already has gone too far. What is your 

opinion? (ten-point scale from ‘already gone too far’ to ‘go much further’) 
 
You trust the institutions of the EU (five- point scale, with don’t knows at center) 
 
The European Parliament takes into consideration the concerns of European citizens (five-point scale, with 

don’t knows at center) 
 
Generally speaking, do you think that our country's membership of the EU is: a good thing; a bad thing; neither 

a good thing nor a bad thing? 
 
Additional items used in the 2009 score: 
 
And how satisfied are you, on the whole, with the way democracy works in the European Union? (five-point 

scale from very satisfied to not at all satisfied). 
 
How much confidence do you have that decisions made by the European Union will be in the interest of our 

country? (five-point scale from ‘a great deal of confidence’ to ‘no confidence at all.’) 
 
Is European Union enlargement a good thing, a bad thing, or neither good nor bad? 
 
These seven items were entered into a principal components analysis which produced a major component with 
an eigenvalue of 3.097, accounting for 45 percent of the variation in the items. The item loadings for this 
component are ‘trust EU institutions’ (.733), ‘EU decisions in interest of our country’ (.723), ‘EU membership 
is good for our country’ (.714), favor enlargement of EU (.641), unification should go further (.634), EU 
parliament considers citizens’ interests (.634), and satisfaction with EU democracy (.584). The theta reliability 
coefficient for the resulting score is .79, confirming that this is a very reliable measure of EU support. 
 
2014 
Common Items in Both Surveys 
Some say European unification should be pushed further. Others say it already has gone too far. What is your 

opinion? (ten-point scale from ‘already gone too far’ to ‘go much further’) 
 
You trust the institutions of the EU (five- point scale, with ‘don’t knows’ at center) 
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The European Parliament takes into consideration the concerns of European citizens (five-point scale, with 

‘don’t knows’ at center) 
 
Generally speaking, do you think that our country's membership of the EU is: a good thing; a bad thing; neither 

a good thing nor a bad thing? 
 
Additional Items Used in 2014 Score: 

 
Do you approve or disapprove of the actions of the EU during the last 12 months? 
 
Please tell me to what extent you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. My voice counts in 

the EU. 
 
At the present time, would you say that, in general, things are going in the right direction or in the wrong 

direction in the European Union? 
 
For each of the following statements, please tell me to what extent it corresponds or not to your attitude or 

opinion: You feel you are a citizen of the EU. 
 

These eight items were entered into a principal components analysis, producing a single component with an 
eigenvalue of 3.662, accounting for 46 percent of the variation in the items. The item loadings for this 
component are ‘trust EU institutions’ (.795), EU parliament considers citizens’ interests (.730), ‘EU 
membership is good for our country’ (.716), feel a citizen of the EU (.705), EU is going in the right direction 
(.655), approve the EU’s actions in last year (.636), my voice counts in the EU (.632), and EU unification 
should go further (.506). The theta reliability coefficient score is .83, confirming that this is a very reliable 
measure of EU support. 
 

Each of the augmented scores correlates at .93 with scores derived from the four common items. 
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Table Appendix 2. Theoretical Perspectives on Support for the European Union (four 
common items) 
 Pearson’s r beta 
Religious Variables 2009 2014 2009 2014 
 Catholic (majority) .112*** -.030*** .097*** .066*** 
  X attendance .099*** .048*** .056*** .076*** 
 Protestant (majority) -.127*** -.055*** -.105*** -.065*** 
  X attendance -.058*** .025*** .045*** .035*** 
 Orthodox .073*** .042*** .143*** .063*** 
  X attendance .075*** .047*** .013 .054*** 
 Muslim .007 .017** .037** .002 
  X attendance .004 .020** -.042** .026** 
Cognitive Mobilization     
 Political Interest .106*** .234*** .035*** .132*** 
 Higher Education .186*** .206*** .092*** .083*** 
 Knowledge of EU .071*** .155*** -.030*** .027*** 
Economic Capability     
 Higher subjective class .171*** .191*** .054*** .058*** 
 Higher standard of living .111*** .188*** .028*** .069*** 
 Urban .083*** .037*** .051*** .010 
 Male .025*** -.003 -.015* -.035*** 
 Age -.054*** -.055*** -.011 -.035*** 
 Professional .059*** .112*** -.036*** .016* 
 Clerical .024*** .035*** -.008 .003 
 Blue-collar -.103*** -.046*** -.029** .004 
 Student .053*** .091*** -.021** -.004 
Political Assessments     
 Approve national government .289*** .321*** .231*** .211*** 
 Economic optimism .183*** .318*** .112*** .182*** 
 Support immigration .228*** .247*** .112*** .166*** 
 Social traditionalism -.040*** -.136*** -.028*** -.043*** 
 Socialist -.042*** -.080*** .038*** -.014* 
 Postmaterialist .147*** .063*** .039*** .031*** 
 Neoliberal .028*** .068*** .033*** .021** 
  Adj. R squared   .216 .269 

Source: 2009 and 2014 European Parliamentary Election Studies 
*p<.05; **p<.01;***p<.001 
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